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HE KENYON COLLEGIAN
A Journal of Student Opinion
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~axter, Van V ons, tewart
~ominated for Senate Posts

SOLONS RE·EVALUATE JUDY BOARD

SOUNDS TO SATURATE AT SPRING DANCE

by C. Johnson Tagqart
Next week at this time the campus will be driving in ataAt its meeting last week CampusSenate began legislativeaction vistic frenzy toward making the annual ritual of Spring
on Constitutional amendments to change the nature and functions Dance a memorable success. Working to repudiate the fears ~

by David Hoster
committee appointments for of class officers, and of the Calendar Planning Committee, adopted of some who think that our social life is becoming too une new student council were the report of its Traditions Committee, and debated, without acting controllably
recreant, the Social Committee has provided
ashed
out
in
a
lengthy
session
of
upon,
the
question
of
the
organization
and
function
of
the
judicial
for
6
bands
and
not a moment's silence in what promises
council recently.
t
o

,. arguing for their favorites,
In
ouncilmembers generally cited
hesefour qualifications: the prosclive candidate will not be
ushedaround by the faculty, he
sarticulate,he is "level-headed",
ndhe is intelligent. The quali~ationsare not necessarily in
escendingorder of importance.
Most hotly contested appointentwere the senate nominations
d the judicial board appointants, Jam Baxter, Lee vanoris, and John Stewart led a
eld of seven nominees to the
, natevictory. Edged out in that
ce were Roger Wallace, Rick
hubart, Floyd Linton, and Ed
Uowell.
Four men, Mark Savin, Floyd
inion, Mike Wise, and Bill
rightled a field of eight for the
udyboard seats. They won vicies over Dave Bradford, Paul
venton, Ron Long and Dave
lunger. The posts of judy board
temate went to Eric Linder
d Phil Smith, who defeated
raekett Denniston, Greg Johnn, Ron Long and John Smyth.
Otherappointments were passsummarily. Bill Schnall was
iven the seat on the Campus
enateas student council repreentative. Schnall was also reamedchairman of the planning
mmittee. Other
committee
hairmanshipswent to: Gre.ller,
nance,and Stroyd, elections.
PedroArango and Mark Green,
rg were named to the social
mmittee. Bill Dye, Bill Wright,
d Biff Butt will sit on the IFC.
l'€ller,John Tucker, and Hank
was appointed to the pub·rationsboard,

sys em,
IT WAS DECIDED to add the
judicial system to the agenda because the Senators felt that any
change in it must be enacted this
year so the amended system may
begin to function at the beginning of next year. A proposal
was made, but not formally moved, to require the student
to
choose between trial by the Dean
or by the Judicial Board before
hearing the Dean's decision, and
to make the Board subordinate
to the Dean, its decisions taking
the form of recommendations
which the Dean can alter.
The
proposer of this plan pointed out
that it was the original idea behind the present system that the
Dean's decision was to be secret;
and that the inevitable revelation of the Dean's decision puts
the Board on the spot. Further,
more, the Board acts on precedents which tend to make sentences light. To this proposal, one
Senator objected that the Dean's
power to override the JUdicial
Board would make the Board
superfluous. Another
ask e d
whether efficiency was not the
aim, to which a third replied that
the aim was justice. A fourth
Senator spoke at length about the
reluctance of faculty members to
spoil their rapport with students
by judging them, the belief on the
part of the Judicial Board that
their power is absolute rather
than delegated and active rather
than recommending, and the
right of parents to question the
judgment of students by peers. A
(Continued on paqe 5)

'SECURITY'S

by Charles Venal
Rocently, in an attempt ..to
how offenders aqainst Kenon'srather nebulous legal code
~ apprehended and what kind
f men are engaged in their sureillanceand pursuit, the Colgianspent a weekend following
Ilif of the Campus Pollee force:
crtrohnanReid Moreland. and
ieutenant Jack Hania.
For Reid Moreland,
the
eekend begins at nine 0'lOCk,
when Officer Cass hands
ima list of parties and chaptones, a long key chain, and
leather-covered clock. Durng the nine hours before six
'~IQckthe next morning, he
IIIwalk through every buildg on the south end of the
ollnpusfour times,
locking
001'5,turning out lights, and
~ening for girls,
In every
lil1ding he will find metal
tex keys chained
to the
'aU. These he will insert inhis leather·covered
clock
n.dtWist hard, making an imTInton the paper disk which
volves slOWly inside.
'1l{oUGHREID has been makg hisrounds for only two years,
see:nsa permanent part of the
~bler
scene. His ambling
and wrinkled, yet ageless,
~dare familiar to almost every

to be an extravagant

weekend.

RAY PFIEFFER, Chairman
of the Social Committee, has announced that tickets for the weekend will be distributed free of
char-ge to Kenyon students outThe Tradition Committee rec- Senators objected to the abolition side the Dean of Students' Office
ommended the abolition of all of the freshman president, one be- ~hom 2 to 4 in the afternoon c,:,ery
..
day next week. A ticket entitles
class officers except a president cause he 1S non-voting member of the holder to attend the Friday
who would serve for both sopho, the Student Council and the, and Saturday night mass dances,
more and junior years and a class's only link with campus and the Saturday afternoon hanpresident of the senior class to government, and because class I gar party. Refreshments will be
represent that class "With the
I
d t II ffai h
.
IDalumni office permanently. Other Presidents have organized mixers, serve a a a .'.Irs, owever th
another pointing to the president's hdependcntSrtdeSlrmg,
beer h"
e
I angar
pa y mua pure ase a
NEW EDITORS
responsibility for faculty sm.okersIticket priced at 50 cents. Since
in the freshman dorms, a third to Ithe hangar party is an IFC-sponTO BE CHOSEN
the need for someone to be con- sored event, fraternity members
Today is the deadline for the sulted to speak for the class. An may obtain free beer on presensubmission of applications from objection that the office would tation of a ticket available
candidates for the editorships of
have to be campaigned for was through their fraternity IFC repthe COLLEGIAN, HIKA, and answered by the statement that resentattves.
REVEILLE. New editors for each the office is campaigned for. A
of these publication will be cho- motion was made to propose an
According to Pfieffer, the Frisen in separate meetings of the amendment to the Constitution day night affair will feature an
Publications Board before the to abolish the office of class see- orchestra and will last from II
year is out.
retar-y, have a freshman class to 3. Dress on Friday night will
IN A MEETING of the board president elected in October with be semi-formal and stoutly enseveral weeks ago the present floor privileges in Council, a forced by Officer Cass, who will
editors and advisors of the news- president for the sophomore and have sharpened his sartorial perpaper, literary magazine, and Carl junior years elected in the spring ception for the event.
Brehm, Chairman of the Board. of the freshman year, and a perTHE HANGAR PARTY, which
consulted on proposals for revotu- . manent president elected in the
(Continued on page 5)
tionizing the process of selecting spring of the junior year. It was
the editorial successors. Under passed unanimously, and will bethe present system a candidate come part of the Constitution if
need not prove minimal exper- repassed after two weeks.
Ience on a publication before
There was little debate on the
applying for its editorship. Sev- rest of the report of the TraditiOnce again the Dramatic
era! of the present editorial per- tions Committee, which was finclub has chosen
a French
sonnet object to this practice be- ally accepted without a dissentfarce
as
its
Spring
offering.
cause it tends to cheat those "Withing vote. The most important
Moliere's
The
Imaginary
Ingenuine experience and dedica- changes which the Committee
tion out of a fair crack at the edi- suggested were that the fresh_ valid. which premiered
last
torship. However, Dean Thomas man-sophomore rope-pull across night, will continue in the Hill
(Continued on paqe 5)
(Continued on page 6)
Theatre
tonight,
tomorrow,
and Monday
and Tuesday
nights.

No Need for Class Officers
Sez Senate Traditions Parley

I

Moliere Farce
At Hill Theatre

GOTTA GET THROUGH"

administration, classroom, and
laboratory buildings, Reid is on
the alert, constantly probing corners with his flashlight and repeatedly testing doors he knows
he has locked. This Friday night
is a quiet one; there are only a
few minor crises. The first comes
just after eleven o'clock. Mather
shOUldbe empty, but one of the
laboratories remains lit. Hear-

ing some activity inside, he
knocks, gets no answer, then
throws open the door, startling
an owlish professor bent over an
experiment. Reid apologizes, ex.
plaining "One people we daren't
chase is the perfessers." At twelve
fortY-five, a similar incident; one
of the classroom doors in Ascen~
sian will not open. He steps back,
waiting. Soon, the door pops

open and a student lectures him
on his general failure as a security officer. This seems to be a
traditional game. Reid chuckles.
THE LAST minor crisis occurs
at four-twenty Saturday morning,
when Reid finds two doors ajarthe front door to Ransom Hall,
and the inner door of the fan
room in the library. Disquieted,
(Continued on paqe 8)

MOLIERE'S 3·ACT FARCE is,
like most of his plays, a goodnatured, light-hearted, gay and
funny attack on human weakness.
The particular weakness in this
case is that of hypochondria, or
imagined illness.
Though the play was produced
for a seventeenth century audience, it contains many comments
which apply to the modern condition. Moliere's satirical attack
often hits not only the imagined
ill but the pretended physicians
who attempt the cure. With the
addition of a few contemporary
names (Krebiozen) and settings
I (the lobbies of congress) the play
might well be interpreted as a
broadside directed against the
American Medical Association.
THE PLAY, which is directed
in this production by Prof. James
Michael with
sets
by Mr.
Michael Birtwistle. was originally produced as a kind of musical
comedy. Thel'e are musical in_
terludes between the acts and a
musical finale. There are, in the
words of a spokesman for the
Dramatic Club "songs and dances,
beautiful costumes, masquerad_
ings, comedy business of the sort
one usually associates with the
Mal'x Brothers."

The producer is James Cowlin,
'66, and the principal performers
w
are: James Cowlin, Chris Connell,
.
I Gerald Ellsworth, Dick Kochman,
The CollegIan salutes Mount Vernon. our neiqhboriDq metropolis. on its selection by Eric Linder, William Peden, Jon
u ent.
LOOK ItlQQazln8 as an All-America .:Ity. Pictund above. a bra;e of All. America youth Schladen,Tom Ulrich, Miss Lynne
As ne Walks through darkened qathered. to pay homage to their mother town at last Saturday s gala parade. See eomplete Montgomery, Miss Nadine Strome
photo coveraqe of th1a event, page 3.
and Miss Jill Watts.
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SPORTS SCRIBES PRAISED

To The Editorl
Are our social impulses so uncontrollable
that we must
Since we are fast approa~hin
suffer two consecutive weekends of so-called "discotheques"?
the end of the present aCadernj
A fortnightly Journal of Student Of1inion
The first, held on April 9, was a moderate success due to its year, I thought it best not to wai
Box 308
Gambler. Ohio
427-4911
any longer before writing
occurrence
on a relatively
unplanned
weekend.
However,
You an
we were surprised. when we blundered
into Lower Dempsey thank and eomp'ltrnerrt
Faculty Adviser
R. G. Freeman
Editot
your
staff
for
the
extended
COvHall last Saturday night to find yet another go-go going.
William McCulloh
erage which the Colleqian ha
LAST SATURDAY'S
EVENT proved a needless and ungiven intercollegiate athletic ae
Associate Editor
Spotts Editor
reasonable expediture
of the social budget.
Apparently,
this tivities in 1965-66.
Floyd Linton
Warren Diven
social committee, with its fondness for good times and conMgnaqiDq Editor
WITHOUT FEAR of contradie
AlN>'tSports Editot
current, abject sense of logistics, failed to observe that there
Richard Henry Lee
tion, . and with no hesitation, d
John Smyth
were three fraternity
parties in progress on the Hill at a time I write to say that I have neve
Assistc:mts
AlS't Sports Editor
when the discotheques
was supposed to be packin' em in in been affiliated with a Colleg
Charles Verral
John Smyth
droves.
Therefore,
no more than seven couples showed up where the student newspaper ha
Steve Bowers
at 9:00; the population barely doubled at 12, when the parties allcted so much space to sPo~
Contributinq Editors
ended, but by that time the Lower Dempsey affair had only news in each of the editions 0
David Hoster, Carl Mankowitz, Mark Savin, John Cocks,
the year.
Barry Bergh, C. Johnson Taggart, Robert D. Lehmann,
an hour of merriment remaining.
It was an irrelevant dance .
Sports editor Warren Dive
. We pity the faculty chaperones
who were importuned
by
Slaff:
and
his assistant, John Smyth
the designing weekends of the social committee into spendThomas Au, Joe Moser, Howard Basel, Arthur Kosiaare to be congratulated for the!
howski, Chuck Kenrick. Fred Waitzkin.
ing their Saturday night in a churning rattle of ugly music,
perceptive writing and sYmP<
looking out onto a dance floor conspicuous with the solitary
Photoqrgphy:
thetic understanding of the un
Michael Abramson, Fred Scholz, Robert Schonfeld
embarrassment
of its inhabitants.
The least the Social Com- deelylng pro.blems whic? must b
m any major move
Cuculat10nl
mittee might have done in its big splurge was to offer the recognized
Businen Mc:mager
Alan Ryan
Wayne Beveridge
chaperones
a sizeable honorarium
in return for their self. ment away from mediocrity
intercollegiate athletics at Ken
sacrificial services.
"Vain glory. vain cctne. vain tepose:'
yon.
_ William Butler Yeois
WE HAVE NOT had one occasion this year on which we
MOST
IMPORT ANT, 1 a
could extend to Mr. Pfeiffer and his co-partygoers
a hearty
sure,
is
the
continuous citing
'well-done."
If things continue as they have been going, we
of the accomplishments of
may as well prepare ourselves for an unmemorably
mephitic
many of the eager student ath
Spring Dance.
Ietes who have accepted the prj
What this editorship has attempted
to do has been to en-I--------~-----__ ~
_
velege
of representing Kenya
dow its readership
with a sense of place. In our discussions
on the fleld of friendly strife. Th
deep personal satisfaction the
of heated community crises and with the introduction
of the
each man feels from his own at
Ohioana series we have hoped to impart to the student and
complishments is magnified man
faculty member and administrator
an awareness
of his entimes when he is recognized b
To Ihe Editor of the Kenyon Colvironment
and of its possibilities.
his peers for his loyalty and deli
in
the
production
of
Patience.
NOT QUITE a "feeling of belonging" or an urge for identi- legian:
Miss Vikroy has a full time job, ication to an educationally con
I am delighted that the Colleg- as does Miss Stopher, and thus cerned struggle to create an at
fication, a sense of place requires a positive understanding
of
ian was able to applaud Mr. Hal- they had no opportunity for ex- ceptable image of our studeo
the meaning of personality
in the ostensibly unreal ambience
lowell's production of Patience. tra rest. Mrs. Betcher and Mrs. body. An image that reflects th
of Kenyon College.
Our chief complaint has been with our
However, I am distressed by the
vitality necessary to carry ou
institutions;
we feet' that such determined
bodies as the way the Collegian treated the et- Sillars and Mrs. Pierce have specific life goals and respons
families to take care of and houseCampus Senate and the Student Council and the Dean's Of- forts of the ladies who played the
holds to manage. In reviews of ibilities that most surely resul
fice and the President's
Office have failed to grasp the telling principal female roles. First of other productions at Hill Theatre, from the superior liberal educe
J ealities
of the place in which they move. Though founded on an. since they were not "recog- the Colll!9ian has too often shown tion offered by Kenyon College
nizable personalities," they would callous indifference to the time
Henry A. Johnson
the premise of intergroup co-operation these institutions
have
have to be lumped together as be- and effort which the ladies of.
Director of Athllti
consistently
escaped into their own identities,
as it were, ing among the "walk-ens from
Gambier and Mount Vernon have
captivated by their own authority.
The situation is akin to the vicinity" which the reviewer
given to make the theatre at KenAs yon successful, and more often ARTS REARRANGE'
that of the pool room which we discussed recently: the ex- said composed the company.
perts, finding no competition,
become depersonalized
in the everybody knows, a "walk-on" is than not has preferred to show
Change is finally overtak
development
to perfection of their craft.
They simply dom- a talentless person hired for the its quickness to celebrate flaws ing the Basic Courses, or a
night to till up space on the stage. than its willingness to recognize
inate while it is profitable, refusing to play the game on the
least the Fine Arts division 0
If the
Colleqian
SURELY,
MRS.
SILLARS. achievement.
other's terms, and eventually,
for lack of competition
they
the Basic Course structure.
who played Patience; Miss Sto- truly wishes to encourage future
stop playing altogether.
productions
similar
to
Patience.
it
PROFESSOR
JAMES MICH
pher. who played Lady Jane;
Were a sense of place to prevail in the form of an ade- Mrs. Betcher, Lady Angela (sung should remember that
without ael, Chairman of the Fine Ar1
quate apprehension
of what it is to live through the Kenyon
and acted in a memorable fashion, the talent and willingness of these Department. has told the cenes
Experience we would better profit from liberal education.
In as the Collegian rightly noted); ladies, there would be no plays ian that, as of' next academi
order to take advantage
of the analytic opportunities
offered Miss Vikroy, Saphir; and Mrs. or musicals. By pointedly ignor- year, the Fine Arts Basic Ccurs
ing them, and by graceless con- will operate under an entire!.
by liberal education and reject a purely procedural
submis- Pierce, Ella, are neither talentless, wooden, or devoid of all act- descension (vwalk-ons from the new system;
sion to learning, we must recognize the diversity of our place.
ing and musical ability. Only vicinity," my foot!), the Collegian
We must place feeling before dogmatic adherence to scholas- Miss Stopher had had previous not only shows its bad manners
It will be recalled that the chie
criticism levelled against the Me
ticism,
In evaluating
poetry, for example, we must first re- acting experience,
but despite but also its folly.
Curriculum in last year's~~~;
spond, accept the integrity
of our responses, and then inte- their lack of acting experience,
Sincerely yours,
Course Survey conducted by "~
grate critical vocabulary
with our just perceptions.
A bu- these ladies did more than their
Gerrlt H. Roelof6
journal
was that the Basi
very best. They rapturously carcolic poem should somehow reflect our immediate
observaI Courses, with the possible excep
ried their share of the production, -------------~
tions of Gambier with its clean horses and distinct revolu- sang with great skill and force,
tion of English. depend too heavi
lyon the mass lecture as a mean
tion of the seasons.
The education - an experience
which acted with spirit, and certainly
of instruction.
Perhaps in re
does not harmonize
with Gambier - which does not make delighted the audience. That the
duet between Lady Jane and
A representative from VISTA, sponse to this criticism, the Fin
an element out of our surroundings
- is counterfeit.
Arts Department, now in the pro
THE COMPLACENCY
OF NATURE in Gambier should Bunthorne in the second act re- the domestic version of the Peace cess of arranging next year's pr
ceived three encores on Satur- Corps, will be in Peirce Hall all
also pervade our recreation.
It seems that our unconquerable
day night certainly suggests that day on Thursday, May 4, to an- gram of instruction, has omitt
will to achieve, to make things work rather than have them Miss Stopher was anything but a swer questions and accept appli- the mass lecture and has return
work on us, extends to our idea of having fun. When boy "walk-on."
cations from those interested in ed to the more intimate and pli
system
of classroo
doing volunteer work on grad-' ductive
meets girl against the current background
of Kenyon, their
Furthermore, the musical rep
teaching.
personalities
surrender
to the frantic
objective
of imper- sponsibilities which these ladies uation.
sonating lovers.
They rarely get to know one another
in assumed were heavy and deAN AGENCY OF President
According to Professor Josep
terms of their true natures.
Whatever
they do is played manding. Even a casual glance at Johnson's Anti-poverty program, Slate, the new system will divid
e
against the constant counterpoint
of a party or the harsh the score of the part of Patience VISTA has, since its founding the year by disciplines ralb
two
years
ago,
gained
a
quiet
than
by
general
approaches
to
th
would show a careful reviewer
buzz of whiskeyed
pleasure.
that the technical difliculties rep reputation for good works among arts which had been the meth
The social demands are rigid: one must drink; one must quired genuine talent, consider· minority groups and the poor. throughout the first two years 0
have a way with women. But nowhere in the code is it writ- able training, and disciplined ex- At present the agency maintains the course's existence. ~~~
perience in the perfonner. Mrs. many departments in the South- over the enrollment of the co.....
ten that one must or even might find a kinship with Gambier,
the place in nature.
The system as it is drawn up has been Sillars sang with skill and grace, west, where volunteers work with' will be divided into class ~~.~
every Indian groups, attempting to in. The s.tudent takffiR: Basic Co,:~
known to break or deform those powerless
to adapt.
And enunci:1ting beautifully
word of the tricky lyrics. No tegrate these alienated Americans III WIll study mUSICfor the I".'
when the Administration
steps in, announcing
austere stand- "walk-on" CQuldor would be ex- into the social structure.
eight weeks, studio art for t!I
ards, the situation assumes a deeper complexity
confounded
next eight weeks, and drama dur
pected to sing the part. In adThe program operates much ing the last third of the year, ~
dition Mrs. Sillars sang and acted
by the law.
like that of the Peace Corps, of. pending on the section in W"~"
WE HAVE FOUND from a year on the job, recording and while handicapped by an injured
fering volunteers full time em- he is enrolled.
Furthenn ...·
back
which
prevented
her
from
photographing
these displaced goings·on that what is amiss
sustaining easily the many high ployment with Anti-Poverty or there v..-illbe an opportunity f
in the Kenyon Experience
is tolerance,
spontaneity,
call it A's she had to sing, and from some other form of Federally~ all students to exhibit th~J
what you will but what it amounts to is a sypmathetic
rela- walking with the natural grace sponsored social work after they tential in the practical ast'.;.
complete their two-year tenn of of the various discipline:. :~
tionship with the place and a respect for the right of individwhich she possesSes.
service.
VISTA volunteers are struction will be given JIl...:'::.
uals to exercise will, make and take judgments,
and succeed
ALL OF THESE LADIES sac- draft..exempt as long as they are creative, as well as the histon..
or fail in place, in harmony.
Richard G. Freeman
rificed a great deal to participate working for the program.
aspects of the arts.

..r\-,

'

In Place

Prof.
Ruffled By
Mistreatment of Ladies

VISTA TO VISIT
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Ohioana:

-BANDS, FLOATS SPEECHES:
AN ALL-AMERICA
DAY
"I wish that there were one hundred and ten towns in
Ohiolike Mount Vernon," said Governor James F. Rhodes
last Saturday afternoon. The Governor had every reason
to be wistful about Mount Vernon, a town that has been
selected for the second time as a recipient of LOOK magazine'sAll-America city citation~
MOUNT VERNON was the only
townin Ohio which. received the
ncnor. a fact that yields the true
bar.isof Governor Rhodes remark:
had one hundred and ten to",,:"s
inOhio received the All-Amenca
dty award, then the state could
claim to be the sum of its parts
and begin calling itself the "AlJ~
America State."
IT MIGHT NOT BE unreasonable to soothe the Governor ~y
bserving that Mount Vernon IS
~heAll-American embodiment ~f
Oroo, and, indeed, the persorufication of everything
that
is
meantby the term Ohioana. Last
saturday's parade, for example,
exhibited in swift procession the
bejewelled possessions of Central
Ohiothat represent
par exeet- I
_
lellCe their out-of-town
counter- II
COLLEGIAN PHOTOS
parts: the youth, the active youth
(MissJunior Miss was there). the
by
rarm animals, and the small businesses (an exterminator's truck
JOHN COCKS
joined the parade bearing a sign
that read "It is an honor.
we do our part.") For over ninety
minutes the interests and enthusiasm of midwestern America sped
by: old time cars, championship
athletic teams,
beauty
queens,
floats from the .Chamber of Commerce of all neighboring
towns,
andthe bands. Ah, the bands.
The Saturday
and the town
square and the courthouse composed a natural
habitat
for a
band. The Yellow Jacket coningent from Mount Vernon High
chool led off, following
their
ashy baton twirler-Dick
Antill
round the square. Bands from
undonville and Fredericktown
d Utica and Marion flowed by,
ising neck hair with Sousa and
redith Willson and William C.
andy. The Marion Band was
IISidered by many as the best.
Two Kenyon College students
sed in deep navy blue, they
will attend
the
intercollegiate
rled red-and white checkered
conference
on
"The
Urban Chalgs and played a smooth, sweet
lange" to be held at the Massand transparent
ragtime.
THE KIDS FROM
MARION chusetts Institute of Technology,
enerated a bigger hand than did April 13-16. U. S. Representative
Ohio State University March- F. Bradford Rorse (R. Mass.) will
ng Band. The latter group, ap- be the keynote speaker.
ATTENDING FROM KENYON
aring for the first time off camus, turned in a creditable per- will be William Konrad, Kenyon
Ortnance, but frightened
more junior from Milwaukee and Richsophomore
from
pIe than they entertained with ard Shapiro,
Pa.
Near-ly 200
eir endless filed phalanxes
of Bale-Cynwyd,
lmly pUffing trumpeters.
As delegates from 96 colleges and
ne observer was heard to re- universities will take part in the
interdisciplinary
conference.
rk, "It looks just like Jericho."

11------

Hill Traffic Banned
During Dance Weekend
by David Hoster
....Officer James Cass, campus security officer, paid a brief visit
to the student council last Monday to discuss
the
upcoming
Spring Dance. Cuss was followed
by Saga chief Bill Boyer.

-'

KENYON STUDENTS TO ATTEND
MIT URBAN CONFERENCE

SIX MISSES IN
THEATRE TALK

23 YEARS OF SERVICE:
MRS. ROMONA FAWCETT
by Tom Lo:n&
Until her operation this past
winter, Mrs. Ramona Fawcett had
made a long career of twentythree years' work in the Coffee
Shop in the basement of Peirce
Hall. There may, she says, be a
few years added to that record
yet, Bill Boyer has given her a
standing invitation
to return to
work.
But twenty-three
years is
still a lot of history.

FOR
EXAMPLE
there
was
President Chalmers who used to
The Ohio State band moved ImDelegates will come from such enjoy an occasional meal in the
iously into the space in front fields as architecture,
city plan- Coffee Shop, which was an actual
f the courthouse
so that they ning, economics, political science, restaurant
in those days.
And
ere directly beneath the speak- sociology, and engineering. Panel no matter who he was with at the
s stand. Many spectators press- discussions on three separate days time, Ramona recalls,
he
was
back, some ran.
Apparently,
will deal with the broad areas of never too preoccupied
to
say'
e preference of the people was transportation,
urban
renewal "hello."
or something smaller and more and the future metropolis.
All
A great many faculty members,
dentiflable.
eleven
panelists
are
eminent
THE: THRUST OF
Governor
authorities in the field of urban most of them now gone, used to
frequent
the place in the days
. Clde'saddress was an exhorta- problems.
when a staff of seven was always
II,urging all parents to impress
DELEGATES WILL WIND up
pen their children the import- the four day conference with bus on hand to cook and wait on
ace of remaining in Mount Ver- tours of urban renewal projects tables, and you didn't have to go
about scraping pickles off of the
~ and guaranteeing the immor. and sub-standard
neighborhoods
walls.
But in those days a steak
ly of the All~America City.
in the Boston area.
dinner only cost about forty or
fifty cents.

Show Your Spring Dance Date
Le Haute Cuisine - Gambier Style

.------
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PRINCIPLE CHANGE for this
dance weekend will involve the
automobile situation.
There will
be no student parking on the Hill
over the weekend.
A barricade
will be set up Friday by Ascension, Mather and on the main------- tenance road to block off access
to the Hill.
The blockade will
be
lifted
rrom time to time to permit liquor
wagons and band equipment
to
be moved in. Cess reported that
by Steve Bowers
enforcement of this measure will
The lecture of M. Andre Six, be very stringent, "only so there
will be no casualties along the
delivered
under the auspices of
way."
the French table on April 14, was
DUE TO THE
SATURDAY
well received mainly because his
audience could understand
him. dance, the Ascension parking lot
His delivery was clear and crisp, will be off limits to everybody,
and his personality was engaging. faculty and students alike. Further, all Ascension rooms except
BUT HIS LECTURE,
entitled rest rooms will be off bounds to
"Le Nouveau
Theatre,
surtout students and their dates during
Beckett, Ionesco, et Adamor" was the dance "for obvious reasons."
not, it appears, worthy of the
The airport will be open to stulecturer.
M. Six's general mode dents, and Cass urged that libof attack in each play was to first eral use be made of it. As Cess
give a summary
and then ask stated, "It's as safe a place as can
"qu'est-ce que ca veut dire"?" be for vandalism or if ruffians
(What does that meanf.; He re- come down on you. Just lean on
plied to this question with the the horn." No car bearing a Kenmost facile generalizations.
He yon student sticker- will be bothoffered four generalizations,
or ered by security nfflcers, and no.
catchwords, to describe "the new body will be run off as long as
theater,
the feeling of nothing, there is a Kenyon man in the car.
symbol, absurdity,
and the fu- Cess underlined the security intility of language."
tention to keep out any non-Ken,
ycnites who are not guests.
M. Six neatly pigeonholed Beekett, author of Wailinq For GoCASS CONCLUDED after the
dot, and Adamor (Ping Ponq) in customary warnings about strangthis manner.
Only with Ionesco ers and thefts, with the statement:
did he rise above the banal, dis- "We're not trying to get anybody
cussing the growing optimism re- into trouble and create problems,
fleeted in Berenger's flnal refusal but problems will arise and we
to succumb to the mindlessness of must meet them."
the rhinoceros,
and
analyzing
Bill Boyer spoke out on the
more closely the futility of len- problem of eating at other Saga
guege as demonstrated
in Th& schools. It seems that the ChatBald Soprcmo.
ham Saga king ran into trouble
when a number of Saga subscribSIX, CURRENTLY a visiting
ers dined at his place over a vaprofessor at Denison University,
cation, an illegal act. He has laid
presents
impressive
credentials.
down his own ground rules, and
He has received degrees from the will not even honor a personally
Universities of Lille and Paris in signed note Jrorn another
Saga
Latin, Greek, and French, and chief on behalf of a visiting stuearned a French national scholar- dent.
ship, an award for which men ofTHE SAGA POLICY is not a
ten work 10 years
and
which
guarantees the winner a lifetime formal, written one, Boyer em.
teaching job. He now teaches at phasized, and is merely observed
by Saga
kitchens.
However.
a college in Boulogne-sur_mer.
Boyer feels Saga will
put
the
M. SIX - a plump man with policy in writing by this fall.
gold-rimmed glasses and a skinny
He concluded by stating that
beard-may
have amplified
his
"we are still taking nice care of
speech greatly in deference to the the Chatham girls."
meagre sensibilities of his Kenyon aUdience,
thereby
demon.
The Security Force has asked
strating
the
arrogance
many
us to re·emphClllb:e their re.
Frenchmen
hold for Americans.
quest that everyone keep his
It is the opinion of this reviewer,
door locked dUring lbk sea.
though, that he demonstrated the
SOn of proUferatlDljl thievery.
debilHating effect that continuing
Fortunately. there have been
historical criticism in France has
no major Incidents 80 far tlIla
had on the
study
of modem
year, but lack of cautloD will
French litt'rature.

ALTHOUGH SHE LOOKS upon
"those days" with a considerable
and understandable
feeling
of
nostalgia, she has always liked
the job and the clientel.
In fact,
she claims to have never lost her
temper in twenty·three
years that
have included some two or three
thousand rush hours, grease fires,
power blackout, and "bun runs"
-a truly preposterous claim for
anyone, probably,
except
Mrs.
Romona Fawcett.
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Report from At",e LJ<>yd

Books:

22,

Grade Schools in Appalachia;
Deprivation and Dedication

by Artur Kosiakowcki
schools, the Duffs invest a great and many have gone to college
by Bryan Perllman
George Pectin is the "Secret year old crime against humanity."
We were surprised that the ed- deal of their salaries to improve and have done well. Duff takes
Swinger," ($4.85, Knopf) the latest Later on Pectin has a hallucinathe physical
property
of the all his students to some large
reincarnation
of the anti-heroic
tion of the lunatic image of Jerry ucational system most backward
"outsider".
Nervous, ridden with Lewis capering over the house- in Eastern Kentucky is the ele- school and broaden the student's metropolitan area every year and
The has had his best students particj.
With perspective 'of his world.
fear and guilt, seriously hung up tops, beckoning to him. (Inter- mentary school program.
with the insubstantiality
of his pretation: Life isn't all that ser- colleges like Alice Lloyd and the Duffs openly invite any college pate in programs that take the
life, Pectin reacts at age 43 to Ious. This is a remarkable devel- Kentucky State Community Col- or high school group to live and student out of his mountain en.
the grotesque gray pattern of ex- opment in the characterization of lege program, higher education is work at the school any time dur- vironment, such as a contest fQr
elementary
education groups at
more adequate
and ing the year.
Istence.
The wild seemingly irn- "outsiders"
if you
remember becoming
The
result
has
been
that
stuthe
World's
Fair.
Unlike rnoa
avaliable
to
most
qualified
stupractical friends he had knocked Joseph K. 01' Jean Ctemanse. Conabout with in his Greenwich Vil- temporary outsiders are shown to dents in the area regardless of dents at Decoy have had nearly. people (and teachers) in the area,
lage days had become famous. be ineluctably in the process of cost. The high schools are con- constant contact with college stu- 'the Duffs tell their students t
which
Everyone
was surpassing
him, reunification.
Providence,
all solidating in the larger popula- dents from throughout the coun- leave Eastern Kentucky
try
(John
Allerdice,
a
former
has
nothing
to
offer
them
phYsi
tion
areas
bringing
a
greater
bounding forward, while tor him through
the
Secret
Swinqer.
and
better Kenyon student, was there with eakly, spiritually or mentally,
lime was growing short. George throws its flaxen thread to Pectin variety oI courses
THE DUFFS STILL must plead
The ma- the New School ror Social RePectin was caught in the most that he might wend his way out teachers to the regioq.
common and yet the most trust- of his selfmade Iabryinth. At an- jor problem is that nearly half search earlier this year), While with parents to send their chil,
school age chil- we visited Decoy, a group from dren to school; they need book
rating situation; the double bind. other time on a train, as Pectin of elementary
His wife had been in the hospital spouts his troubles to a passenger, dred still attend one-room schools Earlham College and the Cam- desperately; they need money t
yet the)
inadequate
in many bridge School had just finished operate their school,
for a year and during his year Harrington points to the win-lose that are
one
week
at
the
school,
building
seem
to
have
a
better,
success.
ways;
the
most
glaring
problem
of being alone he had learned to game Pectin has made of his life:
toilets,
extending
the ful approach to the educationa
do the frug and the monkey: at "Pectin wanted so much to in- is that eight grades are taught indoor
lunchroom
facilities, and living problem in the mountain schoo
in one room.
parties young people treated him spire this practical man, win him simultaneouly
with the school children.
The system, They place great faith
as one of them. At the beginning over, make him see that ~ere "",'as
THE: FAMILY FATHER
that small school is one of the few in VISTA, and the Appalachian
g
of the novel, we see that this year more to life th)a~ accePfli.n (Wldth lives in the hollow, where the
EO'
that supplies adequate
lunches, Volunteers, and O. . . 1Snow th
of separation was not the ?~st I c~ea~. wI~dom Its u~ all' con 1- one room schools are located, is
milk, and vitamin pills, and the magic word for help. There is
thing for Pectin. When he viens : lion.
Crippled by gwlt and fear,
either unemployed or a subsist- students are healthier than in any tremendous need
for improve
his wife, for instance: "The open h.e is never near enough to .ques_ ence farmer.
Families are quite
h I
comparable
small
school.
Also,
ment
of
the
basic
sc
00 system'
sensuality in the gently young- non or to see through the .1dea~
large in order to help maintain more students rrom Decoy attend the area is to improve; if, indeed
mother's face embarrassed him." I and ego goals he sets up m h1S
the farm which invariably
has high school (which is so far away that is possible with the othe
All through the novel Harrington
mind. Instead, he ,wanders ho~eno mechanical devices, such as a . that they must board at a Com- herculean problems that Easter
expresses George's condition by lessl~ entangled, e~ther searching
tractor, to assist in ordinary farm munity House during the week), Kentucky
faces today.
subtle images in the narrative.
or distracted, frettm~ fo~ la~k of work.
Work is done by hand
"Along the way he (Pectin) pasa-. a. newspaper or begging J~st~fic~- tools on a rocky. hilly soil. Even
ed pure snow patches and spoiled non fro~ strangers. Pectin IS in though most children
live
on
grad schools is greater in mo
by David Hoster
a number of them with his root- I the fever-ish cOfirtexthofthe d?~ble small farms, most are underfed
d itions (in Knott County fifty percent
ad
prints" "George loved to feel the bind when he nds
e can
Kenyon graduates have run cases than undergraduate
pony's mane and the muzzle of of life unacceptable, convinces of had anemia and seventy-five per- up an excellent grad school mission. It is possible with ou:
very best students to get onl]
ickly velvet."
his own and then pretends he is cent had
worms),
overworked,
pr.
f
hi
obeying this self-made morality. and have seen very little of the acceptance record in recent one or two into the
top gra
Besides the separation
rom IS
years.
schools, Harvard, Yale or Prince
world
outside
their
immediate
wife and child, there is still anMany are compassionate to PeeFILES KEPT BY major de- ton. However, Mr. Roelofs con
other element keeping Pectin im- tin and try to give him advice. neighborhood.
partments
indicate almost all eluded, "qualified students migh
Children
have
to
walk
an
averpriscned within himself, an over- His employer tells him, "Life is
not be in the
best
situati
ly strong patriarchial
fear. Pec-' all in knowing who you are. If a age of four or five miles on paths seniors with better than C+
there," and almost all graduate
and
unpaved
roads
to
attend
tin's grandfather
was the patri- I man forgets, or indulges in 1'0average have gotten into grad end up in schools well-suited
arch, and
intimidated
George' manticism, he can exhaust himself school; there is no public transschool of their choice, and them.
never saw through the role. One in pursuing a false image. Then portation and few families own
those lower have fared well.
"No student
in Economics,'
of grandfather's
letters read: "To II there is Mucknick, George's old cars. It is the progressive family
my children and their children Village pal now a successful poet: that insists that its child attend In general, grad schools are Professor Carl Brehm stated
]{enyon summarizing the business grad
and their children, I believe there I "With a roar the prophet leaped school daily, and often, even with on the lookout for
uates' records, "has gone to P
is a Creator of this World. There out of the dark at George Pectin. crowded conditions in the school, graduates in several fields.
must be a Creator when you see A wild beard and huge eyes con- the child finds the school a warm,
Significant success has been re- dunk U for a masters without i
the wonderful
anatomy of All fronted him. Hands fastened on comfortable living area that his corded since 1960 by
pre-med being his own choice."
Human Beings and All Animals his throat. George Pectin went home is not.
students.
In 1965, Professor F.
IN 1985 KENYON
GRADU
etc. So my children look upon over backwards with a crash. MuTHE ONE·ROOM SCHOOL was W. Yow reported seven of 15 ates in Economics went to PrinCE
Life seriously; you are only in this chnick was bellowing in his ear: just as I had imagined it would applicants from the senior class ton,
Stanford
and
Dartmou
life a short
time."
When
the "Why don't you live!" Some like be. It is next to a mountain mad were accepted to their first choice business schools.
Grad
schoo
grandfather
dies, the symbol of Gretchin are cruel. Mistress to which parallels a creek which school, and six to second and third are looking for Kenyon candi
parental authority dies with him, half the town, she has toyed with forms the backbone of the hollow. choices.
Of the two remaining,
dates, Mr. Brehm reports, becaus
imd George, strangely
free, in- Pectin for many years. In one bit- The schoolhouse is on a small, both have gone on to further pre- they want students with a goo
itiates a search on an agonizing tel' scene she screams:
"You'll flat field
directly
against
the med study, and one has since liberal arts background.
As
arc for the ideal woman, his fem- never have me, Pectin! Never!" mountainside.
Thanks to Rural been accepted to medical school. general rule, with
good grad
inine double, and
for
himself.
Electrification,
that gives every
SINCE 1981. of 60 applicants and strong faculty recommenda
What I find particularly
disGeorge's freedom i::; only an ilfl'om
Kenyon senior classes, only tion a senior can be accepted a
shack
electrical
power,
the
buildlusion, of course, for he is as con- turbing in the novel is the robil- ing has electric
bulbs
hanging one has not been admitt~,
the a first-rate grad school. With
gives to Pectin's
ditioned and Iearful as any overly ity Harrington
from the ceiling, but a potbellied one from the class of '65, and he C or a C+, a student may go in
fearful
struggle
with
imagined
domesticated
animal.
When he
stove that burns coal for heat. may yet go on to acceptance. This business for a year or two an
decides 10 divorce his wife in or- guilt. It is the same fault I found The building itself is wooden, on success comes in view of a doubthen move into a top grad schoo
in
Hesse's
Steppenwol:f.
Compare
der to be "free", be buys Polaroid
concrete blocks, and the Appa. ling of applicants
to graduate
"My impression," Mr. Brehm con
Pectin's
babbling
to
his
psychologlasses to hide his tears. It is a
lachian Volunteers
have white· studies in medicine since 1960. eluded, "is that Kenyon studen
gist:
"Over
a
carpet
of
immature
poor man who must take leave
Medical students have gone to do quite well.
But there's n
people like me hanging on death's washed many of the schools. The
from others to cry or to laugh.
Johns second
guessing
admission
barbed wire, men will storm the schools are kept in order by the such institutes as Yale,
In one incident on the train
Columbia and North- boards."
and the
unemployed Hopkins,
A student may be turn
ramparts of impossibility and be- students,
Pe-ctin asks a passenger, "Why do
come gods," with the treatise on fathers (happy pappies) do all western. and Professor Yow re· ed down by one school and ~c
you suppose a man wants to be
all students
are cepted. by another similar schoO
and re- ports virtually
the Steppenwolf:
';That man is necessary reconstruction
destroyed?
Do you think it's a
pair.
doing
well.
depending upon the conditions 0
not yet a finished creation
but
peculiarly Christian illness? The
THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT the moment.
THE MOST UNIQUE school in
rather a challenge of the spirit; a
idea of guilt. A two thousand
Professor Dan Finkbeiner re
distant
possibility
dreaded
as the region is a two room ele- has also run up an excellent record
of
acceptances.
Last
year's
ports
that in Math "everyone.":.~
much as it is desired; that the way mentary school in Decoy, run by
go to has gotten into a grad schOO~:
towards it has only been covered a Mr. Duff and his wife.
The class saw two students
for a very short distance and with school is twelve air miles and Columbia Law, one to Oxford, gotten into one which is pro".
In re
terrible agonies and ecstacies ev- fifty land miles by road from and one to New York Univer· for his characteristics."
ProIessor
Gerritt
Roelofs cent years the Math Depart'::~
The Duffs believe sity.
en by those few for whom it is Alice Lloyd.
the sca ffold today and the monu- that the biggest problem that the pointed with particular pride to has sent graduates to Yale, ?I'u
Others have ~~~
backwoods
student the average of two English ma- and Princeton.
ment tomorrow." So conditioned Kentucky
jors
annually
who
are
accepted
to
Lehigh,
Brown,
and Michig~
to suffering and torment is Pectin faces is lack of contact with the
Most of these,
Mr. Finkbe~e
that he makes heroic and roman_ outside world; that most children to med school.
In 1964, honors majors did par- states, are essentially first cho!
ticizes that obsession which keeps grow up shy and positively unhim from peace just as Harry willing to speak out in front of a ticularly well. Barry Jentz and places, and "by and large the
Haller does in the Sleppenwolf.
group, they are always suspicious Bill Hilton both went to Harvard, have had a choice and they ha\'
of strangers and are unwilling to Hilton in law. Perry Lentz was been reasonably happy."
Despite the fact that a dizzying
In conclusion, the Class of
experiment and try new ideas, be accepted at Vanderbilt, and Pete
')lunge towards death describes
King
at
Tufts
Medical.
In
1963,
has
a good chance to place well
it on the farm or in community
the movement
of the
Secret
development.
Since the counties English majors went to Vander· grad schools. Despite growinl a
,winqer fairly
accurately,
the
North Carolina plication numbers,
many gra
are unwilling to spend more than bilt, Columbia,
tone of the novel is neithel' de·
Reserve.
In the schools are looking for Ken~
the minimum to supply teachers and Western
THE WHOLE TOWN HAS 'Jressingly pessimistic as explor- and books for the one-room several years before 1962, a num- men. The top flight schools.':
BARED ITS FANGS
IN
EX. stion of the "human condition"
ber of Kenyon grads went to Har_ Yale and
Harvard
clasS, :
PECTATION OF THE ANNUAL ~an be, nor is it lopsidedly hope. achievement lies in his ability to vard Law, Columbia and other prove difficult for all but the_~
KENYON "COLLEGION" HU· ~u1. The reader, seduced into the evoke the sense of resignation to Colleges including the University
Qualified, but the l~r
~:
novel,
accepts the ineluctable as the same that of Washington, Chicago, and Tor· schools, which may actuallY
MOR ISSUE.
WILL
IT
BE 'hythms of the
FUNNY ~ AD HOMINUM? LOW? Pectin's gruesome death at the befalls the "outsider"
story
of onto.
better suited to the individual st
CHARACTERISTICALLY VIS- md as easily as if it were merely Iseparation from life and consePROFESSOR ROELOFS pointed dent, will prove ready to a~
CIOUS? COMING NEXT WEEK. a leaf ready to fall. Harri/liton's
quent fear of death.
out that competition to get into most students with a 2.7 or bet ..
I'

KENYON HAS GOOD GRADUATE RECORI
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£,WKENYON BIBLE A BUBBLE

(Continued. from pave 1)

a.

by Richard
FreeIDCDl
The Admissions Department, feeling a need to modernize the protiDnaldepartment
of their operation, has produced a new pamet intended to sell Kenyon College to college hopefuls.
The new
k was planned, probably, as a replacement for the handout that
e college had been using for innumerable generations-a
collection
uninspired photographs and flat prose wrapped in a Lord-blue
-er and decorated, by a photograph
of Old Kenyon in glorious
tional Geographic Kodachrome. In the new book there are fewl\"Ords,more photographs, but the campaign of meaningless ban.
ly prevails.
sponsibilities
of , living together
in a civil as well
as convivial
fashion."

from pcge 1)

Edwards, who sits on the Board
as a EX-OFFICIO member, favors maintaining the present, democratic process of selection, feeling that such an open system
guarantees
"a fresh
approach"

to the conduct of the editorship.
Dean Edwards
does not agree
with those members of the board
who contend that open selection
sometimes has the effect of violating
lhe consistency
of the
publication,
Furthermore,
those
in disagreement
with the Dean
feel that a board exposed
to
candidates who lack experienced
credentials
would
be
swayed
more by political than
professional reasoning.
The meeting resulted in a compromise with Prof. Brehm agree-

CONCERT: A little-known
and I ing ~o a proposal
that
would
lamen tab" y little-acc IaiIm=,
~-' require the, board to prefer can. I
th I didates
WIth at least a year's
mpus
"ood mdu"Eca
.
grobl"P, ille experience on the publication for
W
win
nsem e, w
b
.'1 hi th
'
Tb e
'
give
an Iinjorma 1 recr'tal on. I W ose eru ors Ip'b" ey Vie,
'
requirement
wfH
e
Instituted
S unayaernoona:
d
.
I 2 30 In
'I
the Littl~ Recital Hall, down-I this year,
stairs in Rosse Hall. The en-------

THE NEXT PAGE is for the
architects:
"Visitors
to Kenyon
are invariably
delighted by the
natural
charm of its campus."
Visually, there is Rosse Hall again; view of the library's metallic interior; sweeping worm's eye
view of Peirce Hall; shot through
the trees of the library's squarish
exterior; one of those aerial shots
Kenyon bell.....
thcrt th. NDlIl1
that make the college look like a
~oll.g. lI:fforda a lpeckll kbld of
property
in a
liberal education lQI.d urrlque op- fully-developed
porturLlU" f<R qrowth.
'hadlmonopoly set.

Senate

semble, composed totally of
clarinets, oboes, and the like,
plays a balanced assortment I
(Coniinued from page 1)
of baroqu~
and contemporSenator who had spoken before
ary selections.
said that the independence of the
Board is both necessary and impossible and that students are not
SPORTS
the only ones who know
what
GOLF: The league-leading, unde- Kenyon society is and means. Two
feated ~enyon l~fters will tee Senators did argue that the Board
off against Heidelberg
and was needed in some form to alMt. .Union at the Tiffin golf low tor exdhange of opini~n and
course tomorrow at 9:00 A',M. thought and to give counsel to
Inveterate
golf buffs are m- the official who makes the final
vited and dared to attend.
decisions, and can not make them
alone.
But the present
system
TRACK: Kenyon figures to turn was attacked by others as allowin several blazing individual ing for attacks on authorities and
performances
at the Ohio for opportunities
to get off with
Conference Track Relays, be- light sentences. Tbe Senate apginning at 1:00 P.M. tomor- pointed a committee to study the
row at the Ohio Wesleyan matter and report to the next
field in Delaware.
meeting.

I

tIonally. the .mall eolleqe bGlI
bad tbe thr .. fold Pllrpoee of deVlloplDq the tnte11Ktual po'.n,
dlIcrlmlnatlOll tn !Qt., cmd. the
moral courage
(sicl)
CUIwen CUI
JIIlIqmeDt of ltll ltudenb,
Xenyon'. emphCllk
!II on It"ODts
learnl~
rorther th_
Wnq
IONghl. H.r.
taln allk.
tile dignity of thouq-l:lt cmd. the

I

w. •...

:~Us

(Continued

CUL-CHA

MOVIE: The movies this weekend
in Rosse Hall are CClIabIanca.
with Humphrey
Bogart and
Claude Rains, and The Wild
One, a motorcycle epic with
Marlo Brando.
In addition,
the Film Society will present Ernest Pintoff's awardwinning short subject, The
Critic. Program
begins
at
8:30.

The succeeding page tells something about the freshman year,
supported by a collection of totally unrelated pictures: the door
of Rosse Hall; real girls sitting
on a real bed with guys in attendance; student frozen in study
beneath a reading lamp; some Hill
theatre people; burnt sienna on
Middle Path; silhouettes
around
high table in Peirce Hall.

The succeeding page represents
a new advance in the cause of
native Dada. The photographs on
this page have no individual significance; they all flow together
in a black, white, and burnt sienna gel of incoherence, Attemptrl'l"ht to be d.lfIennt. By __
ing to isolate the true art on this
iii
con<:ontrated
cunlclIlIun,
page, the reader finds: a photoKenyon k .. PI aUenUcm foc:UNCI
l1li
0... huulam ... tal prlDc:tpl<II. graph of two windows of Old
of a sign
By IClttmc, l:lI91l ItlQI.dards, the Kenyon; a photograph
CoUeqe c:IurIlenorel
.-n the l:lNt which
reads "Kenyon
College"
IIud.uta.
("All visible things man are but
as pasteboard
rnasks"-Ahab).
lUng?
The reader is encourto turn the page and inTHE: PROSE ON the next page
ligate photographic
represen- derives from
President
Lund's
'ons of the mysteries the Presiparagraph on the fil'St page: "Kent has outlined.
He meets a yon believes that the small colntage of photographs
which lege affords a special kind of libray the following
subjects: eral education and unique opporCommons (note student in tunities for growth." One of the
'er comer gesturing
obscene- photographs
depicts
the
same
; The Church; the radio sta- student studying in the same car; a student and a teacher; a rel in which he was studying on
lball crowd;
the swimming page three.
Another photograph
; a Hill Theatre performance;
features the registrar in conver·
urnt sienna stripe; Dean Hay. sation with a sophomore.
The
There is prose on this sophomore
is wearing
a jacket
e which defies New Critical emblazoned with the name of his
ual analysis,
On with the secondary school.
motional panorama!
But the real message of this
he next page-unnumbered
for pamphlet arises on the last page,
sake of organic integritywhere there are pictures of more
nh: Gerrit Roelofs; Genit
signs (Alumni House, Village Inn,
lof's class; burnt-sienna-tintGund Hall, and the same Betas
stUdent studying
under
the with the same chi.cks this time
de of large elm; a page from a without
the
motorcycle.
The
ent's notebook; another stu- theme of this page, however, and
t booking it in a library car- of the whole book, apparently, is
a blackboard full of logarith. movemeat. The last four photo~
graffiti, An exceptional rhap. graphs of the book appear in what
\' to the collegiate experience
the reader takes to be meaningful
lira on this page, beginning,
sequence,
There is a book of
'ery man has a private world Milton's Paradise Loti lying as if
Which, on occasion, he with. discarded on the
grass
beside
Ws." The connection is made Bertrand
Russell's Problems
of
Kenyon College,
and the Philosophy;
a wistful shot of a
,ge continues
redundantly,
boy who has since dropped out
IS gOOdto be alone part of the
of Kenyon; directional map showe, to reflect upon what has ing routes away from Gambier to
n said, to observe quietly the major cities (the arrows on this
the~f~lher men and to listen map point outward, not toward);
ir Ir Intense dialogue
with and, finally, an academic procesColleagues,"
sion, proceeding Lord, or maybe
Lund, knows where.
:NEXT PAGE
OFFERS:
:tall tower; a Delt rush
IT IS REPORTED that the AdY WIth beer centrally in view' , missions Department
went to un'S .
With chicks; the soccer team; reasonable expense to have this
with a motorcycle
and pamphlet produced by an out-ofand again, the swimming
town firm which did the layout
The prose has to do with as well as the general conception.
elClracurricular scene at Ken. The only components of the book
,and Concludes with a sen- contributed
by the department
characterization
of fra. were the photographs
and the
es: "Fraternities
....
en. sloppy prose. It appears that with
ge men to discover the reo a bit more precision and dedica-

NEW EDITORS

Events This Weekend
PLAY: Moliere's The Imaginary
Inyclid. a lampoon of hypo.
chondria and the medical profession, will continue in the
Hill Theatre tonight through
Saturday
night.
There will
be no performance
Sunday,
The last two performances
will be on Monday and Tuesday nights,

,

rflE COVER
ANTICIPATES
innards, The obligatory photoph of Old Kenyon is there,
I only as one of three coverth snapshots arranged in curdiagonal slots.
the center
the cover photograph is tinted
bW"ntsienna, a jejune
hue
'ch re-appears throughout the
k like a leitmotif, as if the
t siennese were trying to say
thing to us. The slant argement continues also, taking
theprose as well as the photoph. As the would-be college turns the page, he encounta beamish portrait of F. EdLund, posed at his Victordesk, conferring
with
two
clents ("whatever
for?" asks
naive outsider.).
Beside the
olograph, resting on a pasture
white, the following paragraph
gs out seductively:

PAGE FrYE

tion they might have done a bet.
ter job. As it is, any prospective
Kenyon applicant who reads this
half~hearted
piece of hack pro.
motion would apply to Ball State
Teachers
College with alacrity.
(Copies of this book available
for burning in Ransom Hall),

Get the bug in Europe.

..."
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DESPAIR?
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MANGLE OWU, MSU CLUB TO GARNER 5-2 RECOR
Robert Sehonfeld

by John Smyth

I

By crushing two formidable opponents in their last two lacrosse
games, the Lords have boosted
their game record to 5 wins and I
2 losses.

LACROSSE IS A GLADIATORIAL GAME

TRACK TEAM MiAULS MALONE,
ENDS UP THIRD AT EARLHAM
Despite cold, gusty winds and
many injuries, the Kenyon track
team trounced Malone College on
April 12, 105Jh to 39112. Last
Saturday the Lords were less impressive as they placed third in
the Earlham Triangle meet. Malone was
seriously
hampered,
their entire team consisting of
only 11 members.
Jeff Kelleher
took three first places and the
Lords competed in the
javelin
event for the first time this year.
KELLEHER
PLACED FIRST
in the high jump by going over at

5' 4", placed first in the broad
jump with a 19' leap and was
first again in the triple jump at
37' 9%". Charles Findlay placed
first in the 100 at 10.9 and in the
880 at 2:12.3. Bruce Beck won
the 2 mile in 10:41.5 and the mile
in 4:49.5. A strong headwind was
responsible for these slow times.
The wind made pole vaulting
dangerous and difficult and because of this,
Kenyon's
three
vaulters shared first place by just
clearing 9' 6". Bill Lokey and
Dale Profusek took second and
third respectively in the javelin.

Netters Tear Akron

Art Hensley and Stan Schultz
were noticeably absent from the
Malone meet, and from the Earlham meet on April 16. Both were
sidelined with muscle pulls and
the date of their return is uncertain.
Their absence means a
loss of between 15 and 20 points
for Kenyon in each meet. Hensley usually competes in 4 events
in each meet and Schultz in two
events.
With these men absent,
Kenyon placed third in the Earlham triangular
meet.
Earlham
ended the meet by scoring 941h
points, and
Wittenberg
nosed.
Kenyon for second, 42Jh to 33.

Kenyon's tennis team lost only
one match as they casually buried Akron last Saturday,
8-1.
Fourth ranked Dick Cantine submitted to Akron's Joe Ccsgrev
4-6, 1-6, but Akron was unable
to provide serious competition in
any other match except the 3rd
doubles.
David
Bradford
and
Jay Moore beat their serious competition in three sets, 4-6, 6-2,
and 6-1.
KENYON'S
FIRST RANKED
Joe Simon beat Ray Montgomery
6-2, 6-0, and Bill Konrad downed
his Akron opposition 6-4, 6-0. The
Lords conducted the rest of the
IN THIS MEET freshman Dameet with similar dispatch.
vid Yamauchi set a new track
In an earlier meet, the Lords and school record in the pole
were handicapped
by the ab- vault by clearing 13' 2~'.!". Our
sence of second i-anked Konrad, only other first was scored by
and Denison beat them thoroughFindlay in the 880. Though he
ly, 8-1. Captain Joe Simon sav- just recovered from the flu this
ed the Lords from the embarrassweek Findlay sped to a 1:57.1
ment of a shutout by disposing of victory, breaking the old track
Denison's first ranked Mike Barr, record.
Kenyon also took 5 sec6-4, 6-1. Junior
Ted
Carlson ond places. Two of the Lord secmoved into the sixth slot and all onds represented the fastest times
Kenyon
players
except
Simon this season run by Lee Van Voris
moved up to one rank above their and John Schweppe. Van Voris
usual level because Konrad was ran 10.5 in the 100 and Schweppe
unable to play.
ran the 440 in 51.3. Our 440 r'eIN THEIR FIRST home match lay composed of Van Voris, Fedthe Lords had beaten Earlham er-er, Williams and Schweppe took
6-3 on an amazingly sunny, rainy second behind Earlham and Cliff
and finally snowy afternoon.
C~rlson took third in the discuss
The Denison loss was very dis- . With a throw of 120' 6".
appointing to the team, and coach I Sandy Turner set a new mile
H~rrison and his crew, especially record for Wittenberg
with
a
Bill Konrad, are looking forward 4:27.2 performance.
He also set
to playing them in the OC cham- a school and track record in the
pionships. Tomorrow the netmen three mile event by running it in
face the powerful Ohio Wesleyan 15:06.4. Mills of Earlham set a
team, which beat Denison 8-1.
new track 440 record at 50.8.

LAST SATURDAY the awesomely huge members
of the
Michigan State
Lacrosse
Club
failed to rattle the Lords, who
triumphed
with an
impressive
final score of 14-7. On the Saturday before last, the best Lacrosse
team that Ohio Wesleyan has had
for many years travelled to Gambier and were cruelly beaten by
the Lords 8-5. Adding these two
key victories to Saturday's
expected win over Ohio University,
the Lords will have
prepared
themselves for the Denison game
with a four-game winning streak
and a .750 record.
Slightly
intimidated
by the
Gargantuan
mass and strength
of the
Michigan
players,
the
Lords were leading Michigan by
only 6-3 at the end of the first
half.
Craig Jackson had scored
key goals, one which had
tied the game 1~1 and another
which put the Lords ahead 4-3.
Lou Casner had scored on a very'
pretty sweep play, and Lee Bowman, Jack Turnbull and P. T. Day
fired in the other
three
goals.
Goalie Dave Thomas frustrated
the Michigan Monsters with excellent stick handling and brilIiant saves.

bull and Lee Bowman scored for
the Lords in the
second
half.
Bowman's goal came late in the
fourth quarter and ended any remaining hope for Wesleyan.
Lee
Bowman scored an impressive total of 6 goals in the Michigan and
Wesleyan games. A constant facI tor in both games
was excellent
defensive play by William "Piggy" Northway,
Barry "Chang"
Wood and Tom Lad. After the
Michigan
game,
coach
Watts
stated "Bill Northway's development into a top-notch defenseman has been a very pleasant
surprise to us this year."
Many
times during the Michigan game
Barry Wood seemed to be smothered in a pack of attacking Monsters, but quickly emerged smiling, with the ball in his stick.
Tom Lad's defensive work was
consistent and effective.

Tradition
(Continued

from paqe II

the Kokosing be revived with
public invited to see it, and
the matriculation
oath should
taken on Honors Day instead
Founders' Day so students co
have time to decide whethe'r
not to take it.
A PROPOSED

AMENDMB
was begun
a unanimous vote to make
Director of Public Relations
officio Chairman of the Calen
Planning Committee, to requ
that he approve aU extracurn
lar meetings, to hire a special
retary for CPC affairs, and to
quire the editor of the calenda
use "constructive"
imaginati
(The word "imagination
is
modified in the present Consti
ALTHOUGH THEY were smalltlon, and the Senate's atten
Another constant factor in the was called to a recent act of s
er than Michigan, Ohio Wesleyan
gave the Lords a much tougher last few games has been the hard posedly unconstructive
img'
contest. Kenyon would have lost core of Kenyon thrill seekers and tion.) Like the amendment
who
attend
the garding class officers, this arne
the game if they had not played lacrosse fans
well, and in the first half they games. Both the Kenyon players ment will become part of
rose to the occasion by playing and the visiting teams appreciate
Constitution if passed by the
One Ken- ate after two weeks.
the best lacrosse they have play- the fans' enthusiasm.
yon player reports that dur-ing
ed all year.
By a unanimous vote, the 5
that the
Lee Bowman, Lou Casner and a slow moment in the Michigan ate recommended
study its own role.
Craig Jackson scored in the first game the man he was guarding
THE SENATE AGREED toh
four minutes of the
Wesleyan remarked, "You've got the worst
what a an informal dinner for some
game, giving the Bishops a set- fans I've ever seen ...
its new members, with the
back from which they never fully bunch of obnoxious bums."
legian reporter not invited; I
recovered.
Wesleyan scored once
was expressed
that the colJ
in the first half, but by the time
paper, which has a reputation
the second quarter
was
over,
yellow journalism in some q
Bowman had scored again and
tel'S, might concentrate on
Jerry Williams had scored twice.
less serious aspects of the rn
IN THE SECOND HALF the
ing.
Bishops staged a minor comeback,
and with seven minutes left to
play they had brought the score
The PEOPLES BANK
up to 7-5. Lack of time forced
the Bishops to play over-aggresMember of Federal Deposit
sively, and with men in the penInsurance Corp.
alty box they were unable to
Gambier, Ohio
maintain their attack. Jack Turn-

to the Constitution
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LEVENTON HURLS NO-HITTER

Kinnell Premiers Poem
Before Kenyon Audience

no.hit game pitched by Paul
_enronhas given the
Lords
if onlY victory

es

they

have

in the last five
played.
Paul

by Michael BllnYhW
, Galway Kinnell's poetry reading
last Tuesday was certainly a rewarding evening for its insights
into a poet's sensibilities, if not
as gratifying for sheer poetic con,
tent.
Kinnell read mclliftuously
from the works of Hardy, Snyder,
Owen, Masters and
Cummings,
and while he read them well, and
they were by no means despicable
poems, one rl!ally wanted to hear
more from his own pen. But the
poems did reflect Kinnell's peculiar absorption with war, death
and Violence.
KINNELL BEGAN with a very
unusual and very difficult maneuver, reading a first draft of a
poem called "The Bear." It eontained a great deal of very raw
savagery loosely put together, a
first draft if I've ever heard one,
but with possibilities.
"The Percuplne" a completed poem which
Kinnell thought to resemble "The
Bear"
contained
some superb
hyperbolic effects
and
enough
gore to make one realize
that
Kinnell knows more about vtolenoe than
Brother
Antoninus.
The poet's discontent
with
the
last line of "Vapor Trail Reflect.
ed in the Frog Pond" lay more in
lack of a final stanza than the inadequacy of a word in the last
line. One got the feeling that he
had not
said everything
that
needed to be said in that poem.
Kinnell does possess one thing
above all which made the readCoach Johnson looka on proudly as sophomore Paul Leventon fires ing a pleasure: a clear distinct
a fierce fast ball on his way to a no-hit victory aqaba! Akron. The voice which does not add anyteam as 0: whole has not fared $0 well, winninq only one qame so far thing to a poem which is not
this season.
there.
Being able to hear every
syllable, and not to have it dress-

I Akron 5-1 in the
second
e of a double-header on April
but on April 14 Capital beat
Lords 3-2 in 11 innings, and
Saturday Denison's Big Red
ept a double-heeder
by scores
14.3 and 4-2.
tAR lUTTING

has been fat-

to the Lords in all of their
Terry "Dank" Parmelee
paul "Zeus" Leventon have

1$.

n pitching very well, with ocional support from Rick HasJohn Dunlop,' and utility
Jeff "Flea" Jones.
Haskins
ned well except

for the first

uon game.
king back on the last sevIgames, coach Johnson stated,
pitching is sound, and we
n't making any more errors
n we did

during last
successful
season.

year's
Our

blem is getting the four runs
sary to win most baseball
es,'
Johnson added that the
ds have had the misfortune
acing their opponents' strongpitchers.
N THE FIRST
Akron game,
Lords collected a mere three
and scored only once. Ken's only noteworthy effort was
werful triple blasted out by
e Smith. Zeus Leventon rended to the 5-1 loss with his
no-hitter in the second game.
Lords' only good batting perce of the year was highted by Steve Hayes' timely
hie, a clutch three-bagger
by
Diehl, and a single by no-hit
himself.

ed up with rhetorical flourishes
made a relatively difficult poem,
like "The Poem," a pleasure to
listen to. I think I will look that
one up when it comes out in
Poetry magazine in the next few
months.

-~~-~--=--=---Novice Debaters
Score in Tourney
by Anthony

The Kenyon
Debate
Society
fared well at the Bellarmine College Alleman
National
Novice
Debate Tournament
held
in
Louisville, Kentucky, April 1-2.
The first Kenyon team of Anthony LoBello and Jeffrey Butz
compiled a high score of 6 wins
and 2 losses, a record tied by
fourteen other teams but better,
ed by only five out of over one
hundr-ed-twenty
teams from upwards
of sixty
colleges from
throughout
the
country.
The
second Kenyon team of Steven
Landsman and Kendale
Moore
also fared well, scoring 4-4 in a
tournament
considered by many
to be the national novice championships.
Among the schools
defeated by the Kenyon debaters
were Cornell, Florida State, University of Missouri, and Georgia
Southwestern.
THE DEBATE CLUB had prev.iousky
taken third place at the
Oberlin College Tournament held
on February 5.
The officers of the society for
this semester are Howard Levy,
'67, president; Jeffrey Butz, '69,
secretary;
and
Steven
Landsman, '69, treasurer.

Thursday, April II, the Kenpitching staff went 11 ins against Capital and let in
3 runs, but they had no hitsupport and lost. John Dun.
started, and then injured his
d while batting.
The rest of
game was pitched well by
nk" Parmelee.

Y'S 14-3 DISASTER
On Monday, April 9, Sophomore
t Denison was
the only Paul "Zeus" Leventon pUcbed 0:
in which Kenyon's pitchers no hit qume aqainst Akron. with
ed. Coach Johnson put "Flea" six strike outs and only three
es on the mound after starter waikro. On April 16 Zeus again
k Haskins' curve failed and went aU tbe way. and cUd not
€lee collapsed with a tired
permit
DenisoD
to score
any
pitched out in Thursday's
earned runs in the second game
e. In the second game Lev- of a doubleheader.
maintained control
untill-------------last inning,
when
several
S and his own fielding error
ed the game, 4.2.
ATURDA

I
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THE MEN IN BLUE IN REVIEW
(Conl:inued from paqe I)

Disposal Servo truck backing into

and feeling sure that they were
locked earlier, he mutters: "Somebody might be follering me and
faller me right into the building."

as he waits for someone to come
out. Jack orders him to park the
car, citing as his authority a state

Peirce Hall. There's your breakfast," he chuckles. "They're unloading your breakfast."

law forbidding parking within 25
feet of a residence. Half of the
SATURDAY NIGHT is expectBut a thorough check reveals no
parking area is within 25 feet of
ed to be an especially busy one.
one, so he closes them both tightthe dormitory.
There will be five parties. Since
ly, and
continues,
wondering
Officer Cass will have to spend
AT 11:56 he stops in at the
whether he might have left them
much of the evening sui-veiling a dance to relieve Officer Cass for
ajar on his last trip through.
Spotting a studance in Dempsey, he has hired a few moments.
In the three dormitories which an extra man, Hank, the Freder- dent wearing dark glasses, Jack
comments, "You know what they
form another part of his beat,
icktown Chief of Police.
Jack told me in the service-any
guy
Reid's manner changes. He cocks
Harris spends the first hour and a that wears sunglasses at night is
his hat nattily to one side and
half of the evening showing him a queer."
Leaving
Peirce, he
stops frequently -sometimes
to
around. Then, at 10:40, he begins heads toward Leonard, ignoring
relight his pipe, sometimes to "get
his normal, completely random, a student on alcoholic probation
a drink of sky juice" from a wainspections of dormitories
and who is holding a glass of beer.
ter cooler, but mostly to talk to
parties.
At 12:20 he sees a girl sitting in
any student who is still awake.
As
"Well, don't study too hard," he
Wherever he goes, Jack is greet- the Leonard Hall stairwell.
advises with a smile. The remark ed by frequent comments on his she scampers out, Jack tells her:
seems to fit almost every situa- girth-"There's
the skinniest man "You sure are the prettiest boy I
tion.
on the force," "You look pretty ever saw."
AS HE WALKS through
the
corridors, Reid opens every bathroom door and peers inside. He
otTers
various
explanations:
"Checkin for girls," "Could be
drinkin in the john," and "Could
be fires in the trash cans." Mainly,
however, he seems to sense that,
if there is any trouble, these are
the likeliest places to find it. At
eleven fifteen, his vigilance is rewarded.
In a
Middle
Hanna
bathroom, he finds blood splattered on the floor, and a hulking
student washing out
a deeply
gouged hand. Within one minute,
Reid has contacted the Security
office, and the student is already
on his way to Mercy Hospital.

pompous tonight"-and
an occasional question - "Jack, how long's
it been since yuu popped a button?"
He endures the remarks
with a studied smile.
BUT IF JACK knows how to
take abuse, he knows how to give
it out too. He has been an MP,
a judo instructor, and a member
of the Ohio
Wesleyan
police
force. . He considers himself a.
professional
cop.

Checking out Middle Kenyon,
Jack is pointing out the doors of
recent offenders when he suddenly stops before room 209. 'I'hrowIng open the door, he discovers no
one there at all. "I could swear 1
heard a girl giggle," he says.
AT 1:15, after taking a brief
rest on a Sigma Pi couch, ("the
best aleepin couch
in town.")
Jack drives Hank to the back of
1

2:, , 194

Hudson and Wis
Pace Puttshots

1966 IS OF COURSE atlo
AFTER LUNCH. the campus is season but expectations tar
extremely quiet.
The only noise year are not overly consenatl
is coming from
South
Hanna, The team lost only one mall (
Legg) from a balanced SQuad
where the stairs are covered with
nine and has
some promis'
garbage and broken glass. Jack freshm.en.
Nevertheless
Leg
comments that the Archons are loss WIll hurt because with H
getting as bad as the D. Phi's and son and Wise he made the Lor
DKE's used to be. At 5:45 he first three men nearly invinci
last year. Coach Russell's p
tickets a car, checks Peirce Hall cipal problem will be to find
once again and heads back toward solid 3rd man from PGSsibili
the office. He is ready to go home. like Steve Bartlett, John Da
But, at the door, Jack meets Reid son, Bill Brogan, and Wade B
returning
from
Old
Kenyon. ley. These men in turn will
"Jack," he says, "I want you to challenged consistently by Oa
help me catch a girl."
Hanzel, Chuck Kenrick,Dick
ey, and freshmen Jeff Spence
Reid thinks he heard whispers Fred Linck.
as he passed the corner of East
Highlights of the season sho
Wing. He is sorry that he did. be dual matches with Dem
But he says "However much I Wittenberg, and Akron, the D
dislike a rule, part of my job is ison Invitational
(the Granv'
to enforce it." Jack differs: "You- version of the Ohio InterCQ
've got to be bloodthirsty to work rates), and the OAC tournam
in a place like this."
at Wittenberg.
REID WAS RIGHT. There are
definitely voices.
After several
minutes of prowling around inside, Jack finds that they are
coming from a third floor room.
After several unanswered knocks,
he bursts in. "Don't you know
better n that?" he asks the couple
"setting on the davenport."
In a way, Jack, too, is sorry
that they caught the girl. He will
have to spend twenty minutes of
his own time writing out a report
and slipping it into Dean Edward's center desk drawer "where
his secretary can't read it." But
at last he finishes; gathers up his
Iunch pail and his flashlight, hops
into his bright red '63 Ford pickup, license No. 3p672, and, with
a cheery wave, drives
off for

So far at least in the first
matches this spring, playing
der all kinds of weather, t
Lords have done little to dis
pre-season optimism. On 0
ing day Ohio Wesleyan challe
ed the Lords seriously by inv
ing a new rule {passed this y
regarding
marking
the ball
the putting green. Under the
one is allowed to mark and cl
only once or incur a penalty
two strokes.
Kenyon emer
from the match 14';6-11l,2
Mike Wise topping medalist h
ors with a 75.
A FEW DAYS LATER, led
Captain Perry Hudson's spec
ular
34·37·71 (one under
eliminated traditional OAe
power Denison University I
7lh at Hiawatha. Under cold

Dur-ing their lunch hour Jack the firehou~e. There, in a room
.
.'
that looks like a cross between a
and Ha.nk diSCUSSthe inadequacy
ki h
d th Iivi
f a
fG
bier's laws "I could write
itc en an
e vingrocrn a
a
am
.
.
.
" tourist home, Hank buys a round
them up a mce set of ordinances,
I f M
t·
D
r
r .g
·
a
oun am ew rom a re rt erone of them says. They diSCUSS
A I
.
1 .
the latest in police shirts, the ex- aTto '·I
a~ge sign proc arms: fil
. •
•
Iiihi
P ace 15 run as a non-pro
pense and fragility of embrold- I
•
ered insignia.
Jack muses about ,:enture---However
P~ICes o:re so
One o'clock is lunchtime. Reid, his future: "I've been thinking of ~ed as not to prOVIde a ho:rdand Chet Taylor and Jim Cass
.
. .
ship on anyone. If you are temh
r
h
it-'
sit in the office, each with a Iunch takrng... up flngerprinting. I would- I pO .......:"uyliiyoealii-wre1
n't mmd takmg a course In that." I d
d
_
pail, each with a story. Reid tells
condition
scores
.
.
own an
pay me some time--- _hooom~'o·",T~h;::e~W~"";::k~e;n;d;;i'~O~V~';'~."".lwindY
somewhat, but all in all the u:
have no amusmg stones to HeM. Otherwil>e no more stuff t
about finding the student with ~~~y
played just well enough to
the slashed hand, and is interestBa;,'s DRY CLEANING
here.
Mike Wise, sickened with the
ed to learn the source
of the
'JACK'S PROFESSIONAL attiAt 1:25, as
he
is walking
had to settle for a 78, still a
3
west
high
street
wound
(a broken
upholstery
tUde seems out of place on a
ute to his courage and skill ur
spring in a chair) and the treat- campus police force. He is not as through the basement of Hanna,
Mount Vernon
Jack sees several students sitting
the I:=ircumstances.
ment (several stitches). He laughs sympathetic
and methodical
as
Shirt Laundering
a Specialty
The next week brought IT
softly over his feeling
toward Reid, nor can he be as strict as he on a couch with two girls. One
of
them
jumps
up
immediately,
'=============='Igolf.like
weather
which
students: "I'm just like Jesus. I might wish.
Tonight,
for
ex·
couraged the Lords to play
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